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B
efore the development of the mod-
ern research microscope, scientists
had only rudimentary magnifying

tools to observe microscopic structures.
This inevitably led to some ideas about
microscopic life that seem unusual today,
including the proposition that humans
sprout from a homunculus, a tiny man
scrunched up inside the head of a sperm
cell (depicted in Figure 1). After more than
300 years of development, the microscope
now allows us to see the previously unseen
world with pictures that are becoming
clearer every day. A research-grade optical
microscope is now capable of resolving
structures 200 nm apartOeasily small
enough to disprove the homunculus hy-
pothesis! However, the z-axis resolution, or
the ability of the microscope to distinguish
between objects lying above or below the
focal plane from in-focus objects, is not
nearly as good as the in-plane resolution.
In this issue of ACS Nano, McMahon et al.1

report the use of mirrored pyramidal wells
(MPWs) with a conventional microscope for
rapid, three-dimensional (3D) localization
and tracking of nanoparticles. Mirrors, in-

cluding silicon pyramidal wells2�4 and other

techniques for 3D microscopy and particle

localization, such as scanning near-field

microscopy,5�9 have been used before.10�24

Recent work with mirrored pyramidal wells

is unique because it enables the rapid de-

termination of the x-, y-, and z-position of

freely diffusing nanoparticles and cellular

nanostructures with unprecedented speed

and spatial accuracy. The point localization

algorithm reported by McMahon et al.1 is

very fast using MPWs because it finds the

center of mass of the primary and reflected

diffraction patterns without having to focus

the microscope and, for a point source,

even provides spatial localization better

than historically described limits of micros-

copy such as the Abbe limit or Rayleigh cri-

terion.25

Fabrication of Mirrored Pyramidal Wells. The

mirrors are made by wet etching single-

crystalline silicon wafers with a caustic such

as potassium hydroxide. An overview of

the process is available in several texts,26

and specific MPW protocols and references
can be found elsewhere.2 The �111� crys-
tal plane etches much slower than the other
planes, which causes anisotropic removal
of silicon, resulting in four-sided pyramid-
shaped wells. The size and location of the
base of the pyramid are specified by a mask,
and the peak may be pointed or flattened
depending on the etch time. The walls are
then coated with a reflective material such
as aluminum, gold, or platinum and form
excellent mirrors. Other crystals such as sap-
phire or quartz may also be used with simi-
lar processes to produce smooth angled
surfaces,27,28 and replica molding can be
used to transfer the pattern to other ma-
terials. The silicon wells are introverted,
meaning that the angle of the walls is
steeper than 45°. This requires that the
sample be physically placed inside the well
to obtain simultaneous images. The silicon
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Figure 1. Drawing of a homunculus by Nicholas
Hartsoeker, a famous misperception of sexual re-
production that would have been avoided with
better microscope resolution. Public domain im-
age from his Essaie de dioptrique, 1694.

ABSTRACT A research-grade optical

microscope is capable of resolving fine

structures in two-dimensional images.

However, three-dimensional resolution,

or the ability of the microscope to

distinguish between objects lying above

or below the focal plane from in-focus

objects, is not nearly as good as in-plane

resolution. In this issue of ACS Nano,

McMahon et al. report the use of

mirrored pyramidal wells with a

conventional microscope for rapid, 3D

localization and tracking of

nanoparticles. Mirrors have been used

in microscopy before, but recent work

with MPWs is unique because it enables

the rapid determination of the x-, y-, and

z-position of freely diffusing

nanoparticles and cellular

nanostructures with unprecedented

speed and spatial accuracy. As

inexpensive tools for 3D visualization,

mirrored pyramidal wells may prove to

be invaluable aids in nanotechnology

and engineering of nanomaterials.
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wells can be advantageous for trap-
ping particles for imaging and/or
chemical reactions but also intro-
duce some challenges. Samples
cannot be trans-illuminated be-
cause the wafer is opaque, and it
may be difficult to hold a sample in
a MPW if one uses an inverted
(rather than upright) microscope.

We have developed other meth-
ods of making MPWs, including di-
rect embossing of clear plastics and
metallic aluminum to produce ex-
troverted wells with wall angles that
are less than 45°. Figure 2 illus-
trates a seven-perspective simulta-
neous image of an autofluorescent
Helianthus annuus pollen grain us-
ing an extroverted well
with wall angles of 35.3°
(the exact inverse of our
silicon wells). The pollen
grain is resting on a cov-
erslip with the MPW po-
sitioned just above it. Ex-
troverted wells are more
useful for samples that
cannot be easily placed
inside an introverted
well. For instance, we
have used extroverted
wells to image cells and
other specimens resting
on a coverslip on an in-
verted microscope plat-
form. The ability to con-
trol the angle of the

mirrors is a great advantage. Per-
fectly orthogonal vantage points
with a mirror angle of 45° would re-
solve 3D motion unambiguously
into x-, y-, and z-componentsO
something that could be achieved
with a ground and polished em-
bossing tool but not Si etching.

Interpreting the Image: 3D versus 2D
Microscopy. Although microscopy has
become commonplace, there is a
hidden complexity in the represen-
tation of a 3D specimen as a two-
dimensional (2D) image that can
lead to serious misconceptions, es-
pecially with 3D microscopy. The
physics of light diffraction and point
spread function (PSF) of the micro-
scope objective underlie the inher-
ent limitation of the ability of the
microscope to discriminate be-
tween objects at different distances
from the front aperture. As illus-
trated in the schematic in Figure 3,
the PSF is the complex, 3D inten-
sity distribution on the image side
of a lens or objective that arises
when a perfect point source of light
lies in the focal plane on the object
side. In comparison with an ideal
imaging apparatus in which a point
source of light would be repre-
sented as intensity at a single point
in space on the image side, a real
objective spreads the intensity over
a small volume. The shape of the
PSF naturally depends on the shape,
size, and position of the lenses or
diffracting elements of the objec-

tive but is theoretically a complex
arrangement of intensity minima
and maxima that are radially sym-
metric about the optical axis and
roughly bilaterally symmetric about
the focal plane25,29 for linear shift-
invariant optical systems. For mod-
ern research microscope objectives
with high numerical apertures, the
central maxima of the PSF is typi-
cally �200 nm wide and can be
much larger in the z-direction, de-
pending on the objective. Higher-

order maxima occur at ra-
dial positions that depend
on the distance from the
focal plane and appear in
the image as rings of light
surrounding the point
source (Figure 4). Unless
the specimen is a point
source, the asymmetric
central and higher-order
maxima confound the de-
termination of the 3D ob-
ject location or structure.

While the demonstra-
tion of nanoparticle local-
ization is important, scien-
tists typically do not study
isolated point sources

Figure 2. An image of a Helianthus annuus pollen
grain collected with a seven-sided extroverted
mirror. Caret indicates the same surface feature
visible in three perspectives. The scale bar corre-
sponds to 20 �m.

Figure 3. A point source as an object, a lens representing a
microscope objective, the collection cone, and a 3D render-
ing of the isointensity surfaces in a theoretical point spread
function (PSF) at the image (inset).

Recent work with

mirrored pyramidal

wells is unique because

it enables the rapid

determination of the x-,

y-, and z-position of

freely diffusing

nanoparticles and

cellular nanostructures

with unprecedented

speed and spatial

accuracy.
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with a microscope, but rather opti-
cally complex 3D objects such as
cells and tissues. Mathematically,
image formation by a microscope
involves convolution. The object is
represented as a 3D arrangement of
single point sources (light scatter-
ing centers or emitters such as fluo-
rescent proteins), and a single im-
age is a planar slice through the 3D
intensity distribution represented
by the convolution of the PSF with
the object. A 3D image set, or cube,
is an assembly of images collected
at precise intervals of focal depth,
which, when taken together, span
the entire specimen. Recovery of
the actual object from the image
data requires that the PSF be decon-
volved from the 3D image cube.
For mathematical and computa-
tional reasons, convolution and de-
convolution are more easily accom-
plished in the spatial frequency
domain using the Fourier-
transformed images and PSF. The
Fourier transform of the PSF is
somewhat doughnut-shaped with
a conspicuous cone-shaped swath
of missing spatial frequencies along
the z-direction. Three-dimensional
microscopy has long suffered from
the missing cone of frequencies in
the Fourier transform of the PSF,
and many sophisticated methods
for overcoming this limitation have
been devised.25 Perhaps the most
significant advantage of MPWs is

also the simplest. By reflecting the

side view of the sample into the xy

plane, the MPWs allow direct in-

spection of z features that are nor-

mally masked by the missing cone

problem; for instance, the 3D trajec-

tory of the microtubule organizing

center and other cytosolic features

of a motile cell.2

Scientists have tried overcom-

ing the limitation of the missing

cone of frequencies to find out what

cells look like in three dimensions

in various ways: laying microscopes

sideways, creating large mirrored

chambers, combining multiple or-

thogonal objectives, sandwiching

the sample between objectives, and

more mathematically sophisticated

approaches of optical sectioning

microscopy with 3D reconstruction

on both wide-field and confocal mi-

croscope platforms.30,31 The effect

of the missing cone can be visual-

ized by imagining an infinitely thin,

infinitely large plane of featureless

fluorescent film near the focal plane

of a microscope, such as a perfectly

smooth, dye-coated coverslip. The

observer looking through the bin-

oculars can adjust the focus knob in

any direction without ever gaining

a sense of the plane’s distance from

the objective. In-plane features

with high spatial frequencies, such

as dust specks, scratches, or cells,

which the typical microscopists take

for granted, are actually required to

“home in” on the focal plane. With

an actual microscope specimen

such as a cell, out-of-focus features

can contribute to the image in un-

wanted ways that cannot be known

or corrected. The MPWs attack this

problem head on with simulta-

neous flanking views of the speci-

Figure 5. (Left) An arrested budding Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell in a MPW. (Right)
A 3D affine reflection transformation reconstruction of the perimeters of the yeast
and daughter bud. While the scale at right is uncalibrated, the scale bar on the left
is approximately 7 �m.

Figure 4. Higher-order maxima occur at radial positions that depend on the distance from the focal plane and appear in
images as rings of light surrounding the point source. Images shown are a series from an orthogonal tracking movie of a
190 nm diameter particle in a water/glycerine solution and reproduced from McMahon et al.1 Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society.
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men that reveal much about its

overall spatial distribution. If the mi-

croscope is carefully aligned with

the MPW, simple matrix transforma-

tions on image features can be

used to generate 3D data from the

reflected images. Figure 5 illustrates

a budding yeast cell in a MPW and

a 3D plot of the transformed perim-

eter points of the reflections.

Another important advantage

provided by the mirrored wells is a

dramatic increase in the collection

efficiency (CE), a measure of the

light-gathering ability of an imag-

ing system. When using a simple

objective, the collection efficiency

is synonymous with the numerical

aperture (NA) of the objective, with

a higher NA implying a greater CE

for a given media refractive index.

Although light sources or light scat-

tering centers produce light travel-

ing in all directions, only the pho-

tons having trajectories aligned

with the collection cone of the ob-

jective are collected. The higher NA

objectives typically have collection

cones with half angles greater than

60° and very short working dis-

tances to gather as much of the

sample light as possible. With the

use of mirrored wells, the CE and NA

are uncoupled, and inexpensive ob-

jectives with relatively low NA and

longer working distances can have

a significantly higher CE than very

expensive, high NA objectives. This

is because more of the available

light is redirected by specular reflec-

tion into the collection cone of the

objective.

The ability to micromachine and
mass fabricate the mirrored wells
makes them attractive to research-
ers in many fields of science. Hajjoul
et al. have incorporated mirrored
channels into MEMS devices for
studying individual yeast cells,9 and
our group has coupled mirrored
wells to a multitrap nanophysiome-
ter.32 The pyramidal wells have been
used by other researchers to trap at-
oms with lasers8 and as microbea-
kers that contain bead-based
chemical reactions for protein
detection.33,34 Mirrored pyramidal
wells that are etched through the
wafer offer additional opportunities
for microfluidic flow applications
and trans-illumination.

Just as Nicholas Hartosoeker
and his colleagues pioneered the
use of magnifying optics to observe
microscopic life, so today’s nano-
technology researchers are break-
ing through barriers to observe and
to engineer material at the subcellu-
lar scale. As researchers begin to en-
gineer functional nanostructures
and to integrate them with larger
assemblies, it becomes increasingly
important for light microscope
technology to provide accurate 3D
information. This is perhaps espe-
cially true in bionanotechnology,
where the nanostructures may be
seamlessly integrated with naturally
occurring structures such as pro-
teins, nucleic acids, or other small
molecules within the milieu of a liv-
ing cell. For example, aggregation
of functionalized quantum dots for
rapid and sensitive biomarker de-
tection would benefit from 3D mi-
croscopy with submicron resolution
in all three spatial dimensions.35,36

Fueled by discoveries stemming
from the genomic revolution, the
cell, the basic unit of life, is gaining
unprecedented significance in the
context of human society. As engi-
neered cells become a mainstay of
many large industries, including ag-
riculture, pharmaceuticals, biofuels,
and bioremediation, biointegrated
nanostructures for actuation and
detection or as end products will
grow more important.37 As science

enters the nanotechnology age,

compact, inexpensive technology

such as MPWs (Figure 6) for precise

3D localization and control at the

nanometer scale will be invaluable

aids.
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